yellow-footed rock wallaby

vulnerable

endangered

gang-gang cockatoo

endangered

bush stone-curlew

eastern quoll

koala - vulnerable

greater glider - endangered

NUMEROUS KOALA POPULATIONS ARE ENDANGERED

NUMEROUS GREATER GLIDER POPULATIONS ARE ENDANGERED

our special flora and fauna

our special places

Threatened species are those whose populations
have been declining at such a rate that the future of
the species is considered at risk. They are classified
into one of four groups – species Presumed
Extinct, Critically Endangered (at immediate risk of
extinction), Endangered (at high risk of extinction
in the near future) and Vulnerable (at high risk of
extinction in the medium term).

The NSW public reserves system covers around
7.1 million hectares or about 8.9% of the state. It
conserves representative areas of the full range of
habitats and ecosystems, and the majority of plant
and animal species found in NSW.

Species diversity is at threat from a number of
human-induced pressures, in particular habitat
loss, including clearing of native vegetation, and
the impacts and spread of invasive species, most
notably predation by foxes and cats. Species’ ability
to adapt to these pressures is further exacerbated
by climate change.
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there are currently 999 species listed as threatened
under nsw threatened species
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The public reserves system is the cornerstone of
conservation efforts in NSW. It plays a vital role
in protecting habitat and provides a refuge for
many threatened species that are sensitive to
habitat disturbance.

Private land conservation provides a crucial
supplementary role to the public reserve system
in NSW. With less than 10% of NSW conserved in
national parks and reserves and more than 70% of
the state under private ownership or Crown lease,
private land conservation is an essential element in
conserving the biodiversity of NSW.
Around 3.9% of land in NSW currently has some
form of private land conservation management.

104 ‘ecological communities’ are threatened and 86% of these are endangered (at imminent risk of extinction)
the number of endangered populations is now 54 (an increase of 5 since 2012)
The species most at threat from extinction are:
Terrestrial Mammals (59% Listed)

Amphibians (34% Listed)

Birds (30% Listed)

with your help

Source: Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) and Department of Primary Industries (DPI) data 2015

we can keep our native animals in the wild where they belong




make a DONATION to wires

VOLUNTEER with wires

www.wires.org.au/
donate/ways-to-help

www.wires.org.au/
rescue/become-a-rescuer


become a Virtual Carer
www.wires.org.au/
donate/donate-regularly

Data sourced from EPA NSW, NSW Office of Environment & Heritage and Stand Up for Nature

please help us reach our winter target

www.wires.org.au
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